
Session 0x06
Buffer Management

Security Summer School

ACS/Ixia/Hexcellents
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Buffers
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Possible locations

Stack

Heap

.data

.rodata

.bss

...or any other memory region
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Buffer overflow
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Buffer overflow

Why is this possible?
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Buffer overflow

Can anyone tell me where my buffers start and end?

...and their size?
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Buffer overflow

Can anyone tell me where my buffers start and end?

...and their size?

Did you guess correctly?
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The stack - brief reminder
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Stack buffer overflows

What if?
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Stack buffer overflows
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What causes overflows?

Hackers?

Well, they do trigger them, but they aren’t the ones allowing them
to happen.

Bad programming languages?

Programming languages aren’t ”bad”. Computers do precisely what
they are told.
Java/Rust/Python isn’t the solution to every problem.

Bad programmers?

It’s mostly true that coding during Christmas at 1 a.m. is a very bad
idea.

No bounds checking?
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